Here’s what we’ve done recently to make CLEAR an even more powerful investigative tool.

Thomson Reuters CLEAR continues to help professionals find information about people and businesses for all kinds of investigative purposes. Your support and feedback allow us to deliver the right CLEAR enhancements to expand your investigative reach.

NEW ENHANCED FEATURES

• **Criminal Analytics** - The Criminal records are classified in more granular Quick Analysis Flags categories: Criminal Record- Criminal Record- Low Level Traffic Offense- Criminal Record - Uncategorized Differentiating these criminal records into three categories will help improve efficient and clarity in your investigations. You can easily see if the only record they have is a traffic offense vs a higher-level crime.

• **CLEAR for Skip Tracing** - CLEAR Skip Tracing is now available in an API format. Eliminates the need to have multiple applications open and manually transfer data between applications. Save time on investigations by incorporating CLEAR results with your own data for a full detailed investigation.

• **Dashboard Icons** – To make it easier for you to find information during a search, the dashboard icons are now located at the top of the page the results of a person or business search. These icons are also labeled to clearly indicate their functions.

• **Favorites Search Bar** – The main CLEAR search screen has a new feature: the favorite searches bar. The favorites search bar includes six pre-selected searches that are utilized the most. However, these time-saving searches can be customized to match your workflow. Other search types are accessible within the more tab, located on the bottom. You can also access the customization tool within the more tab.

UPDATED SEARCH CAPABILITIES

• **Updated Global Navigation** - Numerous improvements have been made to the CLEAR user interface with the intention of making CLEAR features more visible and easier to find. The following features are new or have been refreshed: Results history information has moved from a variety of locations into “History”. User options have been put into “Account”, while administrative items have been streamlined within Admin Tools. Online Help has been highlighted in the top right and has training tools, user guides and data content information included. The Improve CLEAR option located on the footer has a new icon.

• **Healthcare Licenses** - When searching for corporate filings within CLEAR ID Confirm, providing solely a business name will now yield results due to a change in minimum threshold weighting. This will provide a better capability to search businesses across the US since filing records have inconsistent filing information.

• **Person Report Cleanup** – Enjoy shorter reports headers, cleaner indication between sections and records, and an overall cleaner experience by removing the fields that did not return results. With the new icons, the report is more direct and has a more prominent download button. Plus, the reports can now be downloaded in a PDF Format.

• **Web Analytics Name Change** - CLEAR ID Confirm and CLEAR Risk Inform users can now create link charts from standalone results.
NEW INTEGRATION

• CLEAR ID Confirm International – Thomson Reuters® CLEAR ID Confirm International provides expanded identification verification for international and non-US subjects. Confirm identities within 31 countries, with scoring and key risk factors highlighted. Available in online, batch, or API delivery methods to fit your specific workflow. Run a search for one or two sources to compare the data the subject provided and verify if their country has the same information. Receive confirmation such as no match, partial match, or match with consolidated scoring to verify if you should continue the relationship with the subject.

– Understand if your potential domestic and global vendors and customers are providing the full information required.

– Create a consistent identification process within your teams to meet regulators’ needs.

• CLEAR Adverse Media – Don’t waste precious time jumping between websites, search engines, or news feeds to verify information on a subject. Instead, safeguard your organization’s reputation, time, and resources by utilizing a defined adverse media screening policy for fraud prevention. Thomson Reuters® CLEAR Adverse Media offers a one-stop platform to investigate web and news media pertaining to a specific subject while providing a relevancy rating so your organization can be aware of potential risk as it develops.

– Reduce rework and repetitive data using Machine Learning AI technology to remove duplicates and/or similar stories from the start of your investigation, providing you relevant and accurate search results that are easy to sort through.

– Get immediate updates on all your high-risk subjects with the shared monitoring dashboard. Your team can easily review monitor lists of your key subjects and filter by different topical tags. Simply upload your monitor lists and review any results pulled. This visual interactive breakdown allows your team to split investigation duties between categories and lists as well as be aware of when new adverse media results come in for a particular subject.

– Make informed decisions through trusted data

– Access holistic and transparent data from millions of global sources, including real-time news and regulatory information.

– Understand the relevance of the source with scoring based on tag and search matching.

– Quickly scan results with highlighted negative terms.

– Filter your results with key words and different search narrowing capabilities such as date ranges, city, state, etc.

– Complete documentation with full text document with links out to underlying source.

– Integrate data into your existing systems with an API connection.

– Conduct international adverse media reviews with access to global sources.

– Conduct contemporaneous adverse media result review across your team in the monitoring dashboard.

Our customers drive product enhancements and changes. That’s why your feedback is vital to us

Visit tr.com/clear-enhancements
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